Svoboda 2.0
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Low-Voltage Lighting
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Second life
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Powerful

Overview
The legendary SVOBODA with the Chromlech touch!
Designed by the famous Czech scenographer, Josef Svoboda, this fixture was intended to
create dramatic scenery using only light. Its nine low-voltage lamps ensure the traditional
Svoboda generates beams of light that are extremely bright, yet soft at the same time. It
gives lighting designers the ability to generate light curtains for back-lighting, down-lighting or full front light

Soft

The SVOBODA 2.0 by Chromlech is the striking combination of this classic fixture and the
award-winning Gleamer low-voltage dimmer. The individual control and dimming of each
lamp allows a wide range of lighting effects that were previously impossible to achieve,
such as three-dimensional chases, individual lamp flashes, alternate pulses, etc.
The SVOBODA 2.0 effects can be obtained using a completely new system or, for existing
traditional Svoboda fixtures, through the installation of the SV106 retrofit cabling kit. In
both cases, the use of the revolutionary Gleamer is necessary.
Gleamer is the first dedicated low-voltage dimmer in existence and the perfect control
partner for creative use of Svoboda’s unique lighting abilities. In combination, they are
the ultimate flexible tools for the creation of custom lighting effects for rock concerts
and live events.

www.chromlech.com

Svoboda 2.0

Product

by Chromlech

Low-Voltage Lighting
Svoboda 2.0, aluminium steel 16.3Kgs, individual control of each lamp

SV103

SV105

Svoboda Lamp
24V 250W E40 St. 81X130mm
built-in aluminium reflector

GL109

Gleamer

Specifications

Lamps
Construction
Dimensions
Weight
Rigging
Assembly

Serial plug

9 Svoboda Lamp 24V 250W E40 St. 81X130mm built-in aluminium reflector
Aluminium body, Black epoxy finish
435 x 1000 x 190 mm (HxWxD)
16.3 Kg (without lamps) - 17.1 Kg (with lamps)
Rigging points on fixture’s body
SVOBODA2.0 can be juxtaposed and assembled together while preserving a constant lamp’s grid spacing
Socapex (type 419)
Socapex serial adapter to put SVOBODA2.0 lamps in serial
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Connectors

Individual control : 9 x 24V / 250W - Need to be powered by a Gleamer (GL109)
All lamps in serial : 230V / 2250W - Power plug 16A type with serial adapter
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Power supply

